Tantex gains real-time access to 25 years’ worth of
archived data to maintain trend-spotting advantage
Value:
• Generates reports in real-time

About Tantex
Tantex is an established and
rapidly growing fashion garment
design and sourcing firm based
in Singapore. The business
was formed in 1991 to connect
European buyers with textile
manufacturers in Southeast Asia.
Tantex has been ranked 29th
among the 50 fastest-growing
companies in Singapore in 2015,
according to credit and business
information service provider DP
Information Group (DP Info). The
business has accumulated a wealth
of product, design, sales and
quality data over the past 25 years.
Tantex ships more than 20 million
pieces of clothing each year.

• Ensures visibility across sales,
management and quality control process
• Allows business to provide proactive
service to customers and suppliers

“We need to change with the market, we need to
be ahead of time to manage resources. Our years
of experience help us understand the flow of the
manufacturing process in different countries,
from factory to retailer. Tantex is unique.”

“Business intelligence solutions like Qlik
help our business become proactive towards
giving information to our customers and even
our suppliers.”
Janice Tan, General Manager, Tantex

Juliet Kirk, Director, Tantex

Challenges:
• Utilize visual analytics to deliver
meaningful insights into individual
markets and products
• Establish visibility of quality control
and production process, enabling
better management decision-making
• Allow users to generate real-time
reporting in response to customer
requirements, shifting from slow and
siloed legacy reporting systems
To stay ahead of the competition in an increasingly
global and fast-moving market, Tantex wanted to
mine 25 years’ worth of data to help spot sales
and product trends. The company now uses these
insights to better inform customers and manage
its quality and production efficiency.

Solution:
By implementing Qlik, Tantex management is now able
to identify trends across all product lines. They can analyze
the top movements of orders across seasons, along with
buying patterns. The catalogue analysis provides a holistic
visualization with details right down to the garment design
type and size.
With its unique platform approach and associative
technology, Qlik helps Tantex streamline data analysis,
enabling greater visibility of market trends. Users can now
quickly recognize trends, and develop appropriate and
more accurate strategies. Working with Avensys, a local
Qlik partner, Tantex has developed three specific apps,
covering sales, executive and quality control.
In addition, the Google Map feature delivers a geographical
view of all buyers and identifies the best performing
countries in terms of profit. The ‘What-If’ feature allows
management to analyze variable factors to understand
the impact of future decisions.
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